Initiative Board Game
Select a topic on a challenge facing the world today such as
climate change, enviromental waste, lack of education,
cyber security, etc. Discuss with your group to come up with
problems and solutions for your game.
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Board set up:

1. Number each square on the board.
2. Color and decorate your board together.
3. Choose 8 of your Solutions and write them on each of the starred squares.
4. Write a Problem on each even-numbered square. If a Solution is already written on an even
number square, skip it and continue on to the next even number.

How to play:
1. First player rolls the dice and moves their piece based on the number that they roll.
2. If the player lands on a starred square (Solution) they get to move forward two squares.
3. If they land on an even number (Problem), they move backward two squares.
4. If they land on the blank square they take no action until their next turn.
5. The first player to make it to the end of the game is the winner!
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People littering
1.____________________________________

Earth Day
1.____________________________________

Car smog
2.____________________________________

Recycle
2.____________________________________

Forest fires
3.____________________________________

Support local firefighters
3.____________________________________

Data centers
4.____________________________________

4.____________________________________
Solar power

Oil drilling
5.____________________________________

Compost
5.____________________________________

Pesticides
6.____________________________________

Plant a tree
6.____________________________________

Storms
7.____________________________________

Pick up trash
7.____________________________________

Carelessness
8.____________________________________

Water plants
8.____________________________________

People don’t know
9.____________________________________

Ride a bike
9.____________________________________

Plant disease
10.___________________________________

Tell friends about it
10.___________________________________
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